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Abstract
The mispricing of marketing performance indicators (such as brand equity, churn, and
customer satisfaction) is an important element of arguments in favor of the financial value
of marketing investments. Evidence for mispricing can be assessed by examining whether
or not portfolios composed of firms that load highly on marketing performance indicators
deliver excess returns. Unfortunately, extant portfolio formation methods that require the
use of a risk model are open to the criticism of time-varying risk factor loadings due to the
changing composition of the portfolio over time. This is a serious critique, as the direction
of the induced bias is unknown. As an alternative, we propose a new method and construct
portfolios that are neutral with respect to the desired risk factors a priori. Consequently, no
risk model is needed when analyzing the observed returns of our portfolios. We apply our
method to a frequently studied marketing performance indicator, customer satisfaction.
Using various ways of measuring customer satisfaction, we do not find any convincing
evidence that portfolios that load on high customer satisfaction lead to abnormal returns.
KEY WORDS: customer satisfaction, financial performance, long-short portfolio, mispricing.
JEL CLASSIFICATION NOS: G11, G12.
∗Under the title “Reexamining Possible Mispricing of Customer Satisfaction”.
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1 Introduction
Executives and marketing academics alike believe that marketing investments contribute pos-
itively to the financial health and value of the firm.1 Firms with strong brands, low rates of
churn, and satisfied customers might therefore be expected to outperform their competitors
not only in terms of sales and market share, but also in terms of long-term financial value as
well. One form of compelling evidence for this relationship is the existence of mispricing, i.e.,
that marketing performance indicators provide additional information about the future health
of the firm that is not immediately compounded into its stock price.
Several recent articles test for relationships between financial performance (in the form of
abnormal returns) and marketing investments in advertising quality, research and development
efforts, and customer satisfaction; for example, see Jacobson and Mizik (2009b); Luo et al.
(2010); McAlister et al. (2007); and Tuli and Bharadwaj (2009). The basic approach taken
by these and related papers that examine mispricing is to: (1) decide on a specific portfolio
formation rule; (2) use this rule on past data in order to observe corresponding returns; and
(3) examine whether the observed returns are ‘abnormally’ good, as measured by statistical
and economic significance.
There are two major ways in which such portfolios can be formed. First, one can form
long-only portfolios by simply buying stocks of firms that load highly on the desired marketing
performance indicator. Second, one can form long-short portfolios by buying stocks of firms
with high loadings while, at the same time, selling stocks of firms with low loadings. (As
a practical matter, one also needs to determine the ‘right’ way to measure and characterize
marketing performance and use this metric to construct the portfolios to be tested.) After
deciding on a particular portfolio formation rule and observing the resulting returns, one is
then left to judge whether those returns are indeed ‘abnormally’ good. In practice, a mutual
fund would only be allowed to use long-only portfolios whereas a hedge fund would also be
allowed to use long-short portfolios.
For long-only portfolios, this question necessitates the use of an appropriate risk model.
The reason is that by simply holding a portfolio of stocks, one is ‘guaranteed’ a positive
expected return already. A risk model (e.g., Fama and French (1993); Carhart (1997)) takes
into account the extent to which a portfolio is exposed to standard risk factors, such as the
market, size, book-to-market, and momentum. It is then fair to examine whether the ‘left-
over’ returns, after adjusting for risk factors, have a positive expected value. A serious problem
with this approach is that it assumes the exposures to the various risk factors are constant over
time. Unfortunately, this assumption is not fulfilled for portfolios formed on typical market
performance indicators which are time-varying, since by definition, this causes the portfolio
composition to change over time.
For long-short portfolios, the situation seems different at first. Since some stocks are
1The Marketing Science Institute, for example, has for many years considered research on the financial value
of marketing a top priority.
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bought while are others are sold, it would seem fair to simply test for an overall positive
expected portfolio return. But this is not the case as even long-short portfolios will likely have
exposure to risk factors. For example, this can happen if the firms in the long portfolio have
larger book-to-market, on average, than the firms in the short portfolio. So in the end, in
general, a risk model is needed again to establish whether the observed portfolio returns are
‘abnormally’ good. And the same criticism concerning non-constant exposures to risk factors
that held for the long-only portfolio holds here as well.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we develop and implement a novel approach that elim-
inates the need to use a risk model altogether. This is important because the direction of
the bias induced by the use of risk models on time-varying portfolios cannot be determined
a priori. In constructing our approach, we adopt the perspective of a real-world fund manager
aiming to form a long-short portfolio based on marketing performance indicators, but with
zero exposure a priori to any risk factors considered. Hence, the constraint of no exposure
to risk factors must be built into the portfolio formation rule at the outset. If this is done,
one can indeed simply test for a positive expected portfolio return, as there is no longer a
need for an adjustment for risk factors a posteriori. Our contribution is quite general and
likely of interest to other researchers who measure the financial performance consequences of
various marketing actions, including investments in brand equity, product quality, advertising
effectiveness, customer satisfaction, and so on.
Second, we apply our new method to the most widely-studied source of possible mispricing,
customer satisfaction. Although academics have examined the financial performance conse-
quences of reputation, brand image, and product quality, work on customer satisfaction is not
only the most widespread but also the most controversial. The controversy stems not from
disagreements about whether “customer satisfaction” is a worthwhile management objective,
but rather whether or not financial markets accurately account for it in terms of mispricing.
A review article by Mittal and Frennea (2010, p.2) is unequivocal on the former point:
Two decades of academic research have quantified the impact of customer satisfac-
tion on a number of beneficial customer behaviors and consequent financial perfor-
mance. It is clear that firms that manage their customers as well as costs realize
greater financial returns compared to firms that ignore customer satisfaction.
Yet, findings on the latter point — whether or not there is mispricing of customer satisfaction
— are decidedly mixed. Starting with Fornell et al. (2006), there have been several articles on
whether the (potential) mispricing of customer satisfaction can be exploited to form investment
portfolios with abnormal returns. This point is nicely made by Mittal and Frennea (2010, p.4)
in their review:
There has been recent discussion about whether customer satisfaction can predict
abnormal stock-market returns, although additional data and theoretical develop-
ment are needed to resolve this issue.
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After implementing our new portfolio method (which does not suffer from biases inher-
ent in the application of risk models to mispricing) and analyzing a wide range of scenarios,
our substantive contribution is the following: We do not find any convincing evidence for
the mispricing of customer satisfaction. This does not imply that investments in satisfaction,
per se, are not worthwhile; rather, that the cross-sectional discrepancies in firm-level satisfac-
tion scores and their temporal evolution, at least as measured by the popular ACSI, are fully
accounted for by the market.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides more details on
portfolio formation for tests of mispricing, and reviews some previous findings on possible
mispricing of customer satisfaction in particular. Section 3 provides the rationale for our new
approach to porfolio formation, as well as the mathematical details. We also report the findings
from the application of our method to the possible mispricing of customer satisfaction. Finally,
Section 4 concludes the paper with a brief discussion of the two contributions and implications
for future research.
2 Background on Portfolio Evaluation and Application to Cus-
tomer Satisfaction
In this section we begin by reviewing the classic approach to portfolio formation and assessment
of returns. In addition, we consider the efficacy of the approach in identifying abnormal returns
to marketing performance, through the lens of recent debate on the mispricing of customer
satisfaction. It is natural that many articles in the marketing literature that assess financial
returns to marketing in general, and examine mispricing in particular, rely on the four-factor
model in Carhart (1997) as shown below in equation (1) and discussed shortly. The interpre-
tation of model parameters is well established and the model embodies a straightforward test
for the presence of abnormal returns. Unfortunately, clean implementation of the approach
remains elusive, as evidenced by a healthy debate on the mispricing of customer satisfaction.
The specific strand of literature on mispricing that motivates our own application of our
new method dates back to Fornell et al. (2006) who argue that portfolios that load on stocks
of firms enjoying high customer satisfaction outperform regular stock indexes such as DJIA,
S&P 500, and NASDAQ.2 Although evidence in favor of mispricing of this sort adds heft to the
notion that marketing effort has important financial consequences, there are two main reasons
why these these findings have not been considered definitive by the field. First, the portfo-
lio formation criteria have been critiqued as arbitrary and have been suspected as potential
in-hindsight maximizers; for example, see Ittner et al. (2009). Second, some of the findings
are largely descriptive; ideally, outperformance should be backed up with a demonstration of
2A large literature considers a number of financial consequences resulting from customer satisfaction, includ-
ing financial risk, e.g., Tuli and Bharadwaj (2009), analyst recommendations, e.g., Luo et al. (2010), and related
issues. We focus exclusively on mispricing and therefore limit our review to relevant articles in this stream of
work.
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statistical significance. Consequently, more recent studies tend to use more clear-cut portfolio
formation rules and also employ statistical tests of significance in assessing portfolio outper-
formance.
The challenge of constructing portfolios and associated testing methods that offer unam-
biguous answers to the question of whether marketing drives (abnormal) financial returns is
best seen through examples and reference to prior work. Next, we delineate long-only and
long-short porfolio construction, and again, for ease of exposition illustrate our points with
reference to findings on mispricing of customer satisfaction.
2.1 Long-Only Portfolios
Recently, Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) attempted a replication of a previous study of Aksoy et al.
(2008). Specifically, they constructed long-only portfolios based on both the absolute level of
customer satisfaction of firms in the portfolio, as well as recent changes in customer satis-
faction. Researchers who are interested in the mispricing of customer satisfaction can obtain
satisfaction scores (on a 0–100 scale) via free download from the American Customer Satisfac-
tion Index (ACSI) database available at http://www.theacsi.org. ACSI collects and releases
its data on an annual basis, but does so throughout the year in different waves for firms in
different industries. Until June 2010 this was done according a quarterly schedule; since then
a monthly schedule has been in use.
In their article, Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) form long-only portfolios as follows. They
group firms into four portfolios based on whether (1) the firm’s customer satisfaction score
was above or below the national average for that time period and (2) the firm’s customer
satisfaction score was increasing or decreasing with respect to the previous year. This yields
the following four portfolios:
Level of ACSI score
compared to national average Change in ACSI
Portfolio 1 Greater Positive
Portfolio 2 Lower Positive
Portfolio 3 Greater Negative
Portfolio 4 Lower Negative
While there is no direct economic theory per se, if customer satisfaction really is a leading
indicator of financial performance then one might expect that Portfolio 1 will perform the
best while Portfolio 4 will perform the worst. Furthermore, Portfolios 2 and 3 constitute an
intermediate ‘gray area’; see Aksoy et al. (2008).
Now, since all four portfolios are long-only, and therefore expected by construction to
produce a positive return, mispricing cannot be tested by simply checking whether the average
return is significantly different from zero. Instead, one needs to focus on the intercept in a
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suitable risk model. Unsurprisingly, Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) employ the standard and
widely adopted Carhart (1997) four-factor risk model:
Retp,t − Retrf,t = αp + βpMKTt + γp SMBt + δpHMLt + κpMOMt + ep,t . (1)
Here, Retp,t denotes the return of portfolio p during month t; Retrf,t denotes the return of
the risk-free rate during month t; MKTt denotes the return of the market during month t in
excess of the risk-free rate; and SMBt, HMLt, and MOMt denote the returns of the remaining
three risk factors during month t: market size (SMB), book-to-market (HML), and momentum
(MOM).
A portfolio is then considered mispriced if αp 6= 0. In particular, a portfolio with a pos-
itive (negative) intercept αp is considered to deliver abnormally high (low) returns adjusted
for systematic risks. Proponents of the theory of mispricing of customer satisfaction argue
that α1 should be positive and α4 should be negative. There are no clear postulates concern-
ing α2 or α3, since these two portfolios each exhibit ‘mixed signals’.
The difficulties with this standard approach are best understood through the detailed find-
ings in Aksoy et al. (2008) and Jacobson and Mizik (2009b). Both studies start the portfolio
formation process in Q3/1996 and end in Q1/2006 and therefore have T = 117 months of
out-of-sample returns. Portfolios are rebalanced each time after new ACSI data are released
and this rebalancing always occurs at the beginning of the third month of the quarter, which
leads to changes in the composition of the portfolios as some firms are improving and others
declining with respect to their performance on the ASCI scores.3 Nevertheless, the main focus
of these and similar studies is the sign and significance of αˆ1.
Aksoy et al. (2008) obtain a t-statistic of 2.49 and Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) find a
smaller value of only 1.82; both studies report point estimates of around 0.005. Jacobson and Mizik
(2009b) speculate that the difference may be due to a slightly different universe of firms used
in the two respective studies. While this is possible, another reason might lie in how the
respective standard errors of αˆ1 were computed in the two studies. Aksoy et al. (2008) use
the heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (HAC) standard errors of Newey and West (1987),
without specifying their choice of bandwidth, while Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) do not say.4
A more minor issue with respect to the substantive finding, i.e., whether or not customer
satisfaction information is subject to mispricing, is the appropriate number of tails for the test.
The t-statistic of Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) is significant at the 5% level if a one-sided test
is carried out, but only at the 10% level if a two-sided test is carried out. Jacobson and Mizik
(2009b) use a two-sided test while Fornell et al. (2009) argue that a one-sided test should
be used instead due to previous findings in the literature concerning desirable properties of
3New ACSI data were released during the months of February, May, August, and November until June 2010.
4As an aside, we are somewhat suprised at the popularity that the sub-optimal Newey and West (1987) HAC
standard errors continue to enjoy with empirical researchers in the areas of economics, finance, and marketing.
HAC standard errors with better properties have been around for a very long time and were introduced to the
social sciences by Andrews (1991) and Andrews and Monahan (1992).
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portfolios that load on high customer satisfaction. We prefer a two-sided test as the a priori
view on the sign of α1 is based on previous empirical findings (using largely overlapping time
periods) rather than on economic theory. None of the other αˆp estimates is established as
significant, though αˆ4 does have a negative sign in both studies.
Further substantive evidence on whether mispricing is present is given by O’Sullivan et al.
(2009) who re-examine the specific trading strategy of Fornell et al. (2006) but subject it to sta-
tistical tests based on the four-factor risk model (1). The trading strategy ranks stocks (firms)
according to their ACSI scores and then groups stocks into quintiles accordingly. Fornell et al.
(2006) find very attractive properties of the top-quintile portfolio, but only provide descriptive
measures. O’Sullivan et al. (2009), on the other hand, fail to find statistical significance. They
consider two investment periods: 02/1997 until 05/2003, which corresponds to the investment
period of Fornell et al. (2006), and 03/1996 until 05/2006, which corresponds to the invest-
ment period of Jacobson and Mizik (2009b). The two resulting t-statistics for αˆp in (1) for
this ‘top quintile’ portfolio are 0.73 and 0.84, respectively.5 Finally, O’Sullivan et al. (2009)
also examine a trading strategy closely related to the one of Jacobson and Mizik (2009b). The
t-statistic for αˆp, for the sample period 03/1996 until 05/2006, is 0.93.
The troubling lack of agreement among all these studies and a potential driver is clearly
identified by Jacobson and Mizik (2009b). There, the authors note that the composition of
any portfolio formed on customer satisfaction will change over time, as some firms will ‘move’
from one portfolio to another, while others ‘enter’ the universe at some intermediate point and
yet others ‘disappear’ from the universe at some intermediate point. Of course it is natural
that firm-level customer satisfaction scores contain sufficient temporal variation to alter the
portfolios from one period to the next. Again, we are focused on the mispricing of satisfaction
information for ease of exposition only; it is clear that portfolio formation based on any other
marketing metric that varies over time would induce the same kind of problem. Candidate
metrics of interest in the field include brand equity, customer churn rates, and social media
activtity.
Hence, in these contexts, it is unrealistic to assume that the coefficients αp, βp, γp, and κp
remain constant over time. The failure of this key assumption thus renders the all the above
findings on mispricing of satisfaction questionable to some extent. Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to note that, in principle, the failure of the assumption can bias t-statistics upwards or
downwards, depending on circumstances. Thus, there is no straightforward consequence of
this model-based problem for the answer to the substantive question of interest: Namely, are
marketing actions capable of delivering abnormal financial returns.
As a potential remedy to this general problem Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) also consider an
alternative approach that allows for time-varying risk factors βp, γp, and κp, using a method-
ology proposed by Lewellen and Nagel (2006). After employing this procedure to mispricing
5As alternatives to the four-factor risk model, O’Sullivan et al. (2009) also employ the market model and
the three-factor risk model of Fama and French (1993). The resulting t-statistics for αˆp are then even smaller
in these cases.
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of satisfaction, they find a t-statistic of 1.18 for αˆ1. While this new approach overcomes some
of the shortcomings of the predominant portfolio-based approaches, it is not completely free of
problems either. First, one needs to use daily return data for the firms in the portfolio universe
in order to estimate the time varying risk-factors using a rolling window method. Second, both
current and lagged risk factors have to be included in the daily extension of risk model (1).
Third, and most important, it is still assumed that αp does not change over time; otherwise, a
test on ‘the’ intercept could not even be considered. But such an assumption appears highly
questionable—if the risk factors are allowed to change over time, why can the intercept taken
to be constant? This same criticism also applies to a second approach of Jacobson and Mizik
(2009b); specifically, to allow for time-varying risk factors based on methodology proposed by
McAlister et al. (2007).
We therefore conclude that studying the potential mispricing of marketing performance
indicators (customer satisfaction in the current example), using long-only portfolios will always
be somewhat controversial. On the one hand, it can be argued that risk models with constant
(over time) risk factors are inappropriate. On the other hand, if one allows for time-varying
risk factors, then, arguably, one should also allow for a time-varying intercept. But then it
is not entirely clear anymore how a ‘clean’ test for mispricing can be carried out, let alone
formulated.6
2.2 Long-Short Portfolios
Since long-only portfolios are clearly controversial, it seems natural to employ zero-investment
long-short portfolios instead (or at least in addition). The motivation is that a long-short
portfolio is considered successful if, simply, it delivers a positive expected return. Returning
again to the mispricing of satisfaction in particular, we note that Aksoy et al. (2008) construct
a long-short portfolio P1 − P4; that is, in each investment period, they go long one unit
Portfolio 1 and short one unit Portfolio 4.7 For this portfolio, they find an average out-of-
sample return of 0.0092 per month with an associated t-statistic of 2.30.
While this long-short approach has conceptual merit, it is open to the criticism that even a
long-short portfolio might unwittingly load on a well-known risk factor, such as beta or book-
to-market. This happens, for example, if the long portfolio contains firms with a larger beta,
on average, than the firms in the short portfolio. As a result, a significant positive average
return for the long-short portfolio could, in principle, be attributed to risk factor loadings as
opposed to mispricing of the marketing performance indicator.
To address this concern, one can again apply a risk model to the returns of the long-short
6One possibility would be to consider a time-varying intercept given by a ‘base’ intercept plus mean-zero,
period-specific deviations. The test would then concern the ‘base’ intercept. Apparently, such an approach was
also tried by Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) but not included in the paper, as it gave results that were very similar
to those from the models that used a fixed intercept. This was communicated to us by Mizik (2011).
7They call the resulting portfolio “High − Low” instead.
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portfolio, such as the four-factor model of Carhart (1997):
RetLS,t = αLS + βLS MKTt + γLS SMBt + δLS HMLt + κLS MOMt + eLS,t . (2)
Here, RetLS,t denotes the return of the long-short portfolio in period t and the right hand side
regressors are defined as in (1). Using this formulation, Aksoy et al. (2008) find a point estimate
of αˆLS = 0.0088 for the mispricing of satisfaction, with an associated t-statistic of 2.22. By
reasoning analogous to that given previously, this empirical finding is also open to the criticism
of time-varying risk factor loadings and, arguably, time-varying intercept as well in (2).
While this does not get to the heart of the econometric issues, there is nevertheless po-
tential merit in using more sophisticated measures of the marketing performance indicators
themselves. The ability of a model to detect mispricing is necessarily linked to the way in
which the marketing variables influence the construction of portfolios. An example of this in
the literature on mispricing of satisfaction is the approach to long-short portfolio construction
in Ittner et al. (2009). Instead of using both the levels and the recent changes of ACSI scores,
they only use the recent changes. Furthermore, instead of simply using the sign (that is, up
versus down movement), they use the actual change expressed as a percentage, arguing that
using changes but not levels corresponds to “the more typical accounting and finance practice
of measuring the amount of new (or unexpected) information provided to the market”, at least
for a variable that is autocorrelated over time such as the ACSI score. The argument for using
the percentage change rather than the sign only is that it contains more information, and
might therefore lead to a more efficient delineation of portfolios, which would aid in detection
of mispricing.8
Following this approach, Ittner et al. (2009) group firms into quintiles depending on the
percentage change of their respective ACSI score. They then go long the firms in the highest
quintile and go short the firms in the lowest quintile, calling the resulting portfolio “Q5 − Q1”.
Updating occurs every quarter after new ACSI scores are released. Ittner et al. (2009) use daily
return data and consider holding periods of 365 days, 180 days, and one quarter (that is, until
the next wave of ACSI scores is released). In total, they compute six t-statistics for their
long-short portfolios: There are three holding periods and two parameters of interest (the raw
expected return and the intercept of risk model).9 All six t-statistics lie between 0.72 and 0.83.
Obviously, these values are in stark contrast to the findings of Aksoy et al. (2008). While
Ittner et al. (2009) use a bigger universe of firms (243) compared to Aksoy et al. (2008), who
use 151 firms and a slightly longer investment period10, these differences hardly seem capable
of explaining the large discrepancies in t-statistics.
8Nevertheless, it may be difficult to make a compelling case for a specific form of measurement for the
marketing performance indicator in question. Jacobson and Mizik (2009a), for example, state that “No one
right way and single formation criteria exist to form portfolios that can be assessed for mispricing”.
9Ittner et al. (2009) employ the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993).
10They use ACSI scores from Q1/1995 until Q4/2006 but do not exactly specify the out-of-sample period for
which the observe the returns of their portfolios.
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One is therefore left to speculate whether the way Ittner et al. (2009) use the ACSI scores
in portfolio formation (that is, using only the percentage change) is somehow less informative
compared to the way Aksoy et al. (2008) use them (that is, using both levels and the signs of
the changes). In short, we have identified two key issues that hinder estimation of mispricing for
marketing performance indicators: (1) the time-varying composition of the portfolios formed
and the concern that the estimate of mispricing is therefore time-varying as well, and (2)
potential deficiencies in the measurement approach taken when the marketing performance
indicators are used to construct the portfolios themselves.
3 A New Portfolio Formation Approach
The essence of our new approach is conceptually and methodologically straightforward and
also informed by how a fund manager might trade on marketing performance indicators that
were leading metrics for financial performance. Specifically, we ask whether the potential
mispricing can be used to actually make money with a long-short portfolio of the sort that
would be employed by a ‘real-world’ fund manager. In particular, we want to form portfolios
that do not load on any risk factors in the four-factor model (2) of Carhart (1997). In other
words, we aim to be market-neutral (that is, βLS equal to zero), size-neutral (that is, γLS equal
to zero), book-to-market neutral (that is, δLS equal to zero), and momentum-neutral (that is,
κLS equal to zero) from the outset.
The key advantage is the following: Under this approach, the question of mispricing can
be answered by simply looking the expected return of the resulting portfolio, as this is the
quantity that corresponds one-to-one to αLS in (2) if all four risk factors loadings are equal to
zero. In other words, by properly accounting for the four risk factors a priori (that is, at the
portfolio formation stage), we no longer need a risk model in the evaluation of the portfolio
returns a posteriori. The beauty of this approach is that it thereby completely eliminates the
vexing issue of time-varying coefficients. Note too that a long-short portfolio is the only way
to achieve neutrality with respect to all four risk factors when investing in stocks of large firms
(e.g., such as those as covered by the ACSI database). Obviously any long-only portfolio, for
example, will have some exposure to the market and therefore cannot be beta-neutral.
3.1 Achieving Risk-Factor Neutrality
The question now becomes how to make sure that our portfolios will have zero exposure to the
four risk factors from the outset and by construction. The answer is that the portfolio weights
must be chosen in a way such that all four constraints on the coefficients are necessarily and
simultaneously satisfied. To see how this works, assume that at a given point in time, we have
a universe of N firms from which we want to form a long-short portfolio. Denote the weight
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of company i in the portfolio by wi, for i = 1, . . . , N . A long-short portfolio satisfies
N∑
i=1
wi = 0 with
N∑
i=1
|wi| > 0 , (3)
where the latter condition rules out an ‘empty’ portfolio.
In addition, we need to measure beta, market size, book-to-market, and momentum for
each company. Denote the corresponding quantities, for company i, by betai, sizei, btmi, and
momi, respectively. Needless to say, all of these quantities must be measured with information
that is available on the day that the portfolio is formed. An important consideration here is
that the distribution of the quantity sizei tends to be very much skewed to the right in just
about any collection of firms. As a remedy, it is standard to take the logarithm of market
size, which results in a more bell-shaped distribution. Denote this quantity by log-sizei for
company i. The four neutrality constraints are then expressed as
N∑
i=1
wi ·betai = 0 ,
N∑
i=1
wi · log-sizei = 0 ,
N∑
i=1
wi ·btmi = 0 , and
N∑
i=1
wi ·momi = 0 . (4)
3.2 Loading on Marketing Performance Indicators
Any portfolio satisfying (3)–(4) would be a valid choice for our purposes in the sense of being
a portfolio that is long-short and neutral with respect to the four risk factors. But so far
no information on the marketing performance indicator has been built in. Let mpi denote
a specific measure of marketing performance, e.g., customer satisfaction, brand equity, cus-
tomer retention, etc., for company i. We then aim, over all ‘valid’ portfolios, to maximize the
performance measure of the portfolio expressed as
N∑
i=1
wi ·mpi . (5)
Needless to say, given the examples for customer satisfaction, the form of the marketing
performance measure is also requires careful consideration. One possibility, in the spirit of
Aksoy et al. (2008) and Jacobson and Mizik (2009b), in the customer satisfaction literature
is to take the sum of two indicator functions: whether the marketing performance score of
company i is above the national average and whether the last change has been positive:
mpi = 1{scorei > national average}+ 1{scorei > previous scorei} . (6)
If we apply this approach to the customer satisfaction example we have employed throughout
this paper, i.e., mpi = csi, then we get csi=0 for firms in Portfolio 4, csi=1 for firms in
Portfolios 2 and 3, and csi=2 for firms in Portfolio 1. On the other hand, the proposal of
Ittner et al. (2009) corresponds to
mpi =
scorei
previous scorei
− 1 . (7)
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Given that prior research demonstrates that it is not only the time-varying composition of
portfolios that makes identification of mispricing a challenge, but also the measurement ap-
proach for the marketing performance indicator as well, we introduce a more general measure
of marketing performance that includes (7) as a special case but, potentially, also incorpo-
rates the levels. A na¨ıve approach would be to simply take a weighted average of levels and
percentage changes but since these two quantities live on different scales, this would not be
appropriate. The two scales can be made comparable by the standard approach of converting
the two quantities to z-scores (i.e., by first subtracting the cross-sectional average and then
dividing by the cross-sectional standard deviation).
For a general collection of numbers a1, a2, . . . , aN , denote
a¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
ai and s
2
a =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(ai − a¯)2 . (8)
Then the z-score corresponding to ai is defined as
z(ai) =
ai − a¯
sa
. (9)
To keep the notation compact we introduce the following two definitions:
zl,i = z(scorei) and zc,i = z(scorei/previous scorei − 1) , (10)
where the subscript l stands for ‘level’ and the subscript c stands for (percentage) ‘change’.
A more general measure of the marketing performance indicator under consideration, e.g.,
customer satisfaction, is then
mpi = ρ · zl,i + (1− ρ) · zc,i , with ρ ∈ [0, 1] . (11)
This includes (7) as a special case when choosing ρ = 0. On the other end of the spectrum,
choosing ρ = 1 only uses the levels. A compromise using both levels and percentage changes,
with equal weights, can be obtained by choosing ρ = 0.5.
3.3 Portfolio Formation in Full
The portfolio formation objective, so far, is to maximize the marketing performance measure (5)
subject to the constraints (3)–(4). However, some further modifications are necessary or the
resulting portfolio will typically be rather unbalanced, meaning one will be led to invest in
a very small number of stocks each with a very large weight (in absolute value). To see
this take the related objective of maximizing (5) subject to (3) only and where mpi is given
by (11). With very high probability all mpi will be distinct so the resulting portfolio will
then go long one unit in the stock with the highest mpi and short one unit in the stock with
smallest mpi. Clearly, most hedge fund managers would shy away from such an extremely
unbalanced portfolio. Enforcing the additional constraint (4) will provide a certain amount of
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diversification but still not enough to arrive at portfolios with desirable return-risk properties
in general.
Fortunately, there exist two widely-accepted approaches to achieve more balanced portfo-
lios. For them to be well-defined, one needs to fix the sum of positive weights to a given value,
say one. To do so, denote
w+i = wi · 1{wi > 0} and w−i = −wi · 1{wi < 0} . (12)
We then impose
∑T
i=1w
+
i = 1 which, under (3), implies that
∑T
i=1w
−
i = 1 as well.
The first approach consists of using an upper bound for the (absolute) portfolio weights:
|wi| ≤ c , for all i , for some c > 0 . (13)
For example, choosing c = 0.1 ensures that no stock in the long portfolio can have a weight
greater than 10%, and similarly no stock in the short portfolio can have a weight greater than
10% either. In particular, the overall long-short portfolio invests in at least twenty stocks.
The second approach consists of introducing a penalty term for the estimated portfolio
variance and thereby accounts for the extent to which the marketing performance scores of
stocks in the portfolio co-vary.11 Denote by Σ̂ a suitable estimator of the N × N covariance
matrix of the returns of the N stocks in the investment universe and let w = (w1, . . . , wN )
′.
Then the estimated portfolio variance is equal to
σ̂2(w) = w′Σˆw . (14)
Instead of maximizing (5) with respect to w, one now maximizes a ‘penalized’ measure of
portfolio marketing performance with respect to w, which is given by
N∑
i=1
wi · csi − λ ·w′Σˆw , (15)
where λ ∈ [0,∞) expresses the severeness of the penalty for a large (estimated) portfolio
variance.
Often times, fund managers even combine these two approaches in real-life portfolio for-
mations. The portfolio optimization problem, in its most general form, is then expressed as
follows:
Maximize:
N∑
i=1
wi · csi − λ ·w′Σ̂w (16)
subject to:
N∑
i=1
wi = 0 ,
N∑
i=1
w+i = 1 , |wi| ≤ c for all i
N∑
i=1
wi · betai =
N∑
i=1
wi · log-sizei =
N∑
i=1
wi · btmi =
N∑
i=1
wi ·momi = 0
11Ideally, one would like to introduce a penalty for the true portfolio variance, but this is not feasible.
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This is recognized as a quadratic programming problem and standard optimization software
can be employed to find the optimal weight vector, denoted by w∗. By choosing c = 1, the
upper bound on the absolute portfolio weights can be dropped. Similarly, by choosing λ = 0,
the penalty on the (estimated) portfolio variance can dropped.
3.4 An Application To Customer Satisfaction
In order to demonstrate how our approach can be implemented, we return again to customer
satisfaction. This has two advantages. First and foremost, it allows us to benchmark our
method in the domain where mispricing of marketing performance has been most widely stud-
ied. Second, since our method: (1) does not suffer from the important critiques relating to
time-varying portfolio composition, and (2) uses a very general approach to marketing perfor-
mance measurement, we are also able to contribute to the substantive debate about whether
customer satisfaction information is mispriced.
We proceeding by downloading the ACSI scores from http://www.theacsi.org and using
the same list of firms as in Jacobson and Mizik (2009b).12 Corresponding data on stock returns,
market size, and book-to-market are downloaded from CRSP.13 Stock returns and market size
are downloaded at monthly frequency; book-to-market is downloaded at yearly frequency.
Book value is released once per year as part of fiscal year-end accounting disclosures, therefore
updating book-to-market more frequently than annually would not make sense, and is not
generally done in the finance literature.
Portfolios are formed at the beginning of a specific month always and will be updated on
either a quarterly or yearly basis (details to follow shortly). Next, we need to be specific about
how the inputs betai and momi for the portfolio optimization problem (16) are obtained for
a specific firm i. Let us assume that the day of portfolio optimization is (say) 01/01/2001.
Then betai is obtained by a time series regression of the stock returns of firm i on the returns
on the S&P 500 index using the previous 60 months of data, i.e., the returns from 01/1996
until 12/2000. Furthermore, momi is obtained as the geometric average of the stock returns
of firm i during the previous 12 months, excluding the most recent month; in our example it
is the geometric average of the 11 returns from 01/2000 until 11/2000 (the practice of leaving
the last month out to compute momentum is well established in the finance literature; for
example, see Asness (1997)). Information from the last month should be left out so as to avoid
the short-term (one-month) mean-reversion effect documented by Lehmann (1990).
To finalize the optimization process, we also need to describe how the estimated covariance
matrix Σ̂ in the objective function of the portfolio formulation (16) is obtained. Following
established practice, we use the shrinkage estimator of Ledoit and Wolf (2003) based on the
previous 60 months of stock return data for all the N firms in the investment universe.
12We are grateful to Natalie Mizik for sharing with us the corresponding list of PERMNO firm identifiers.
13Source: CRSP c©, Center for Research in Security Prices. Graduate School of Business, The University of
Chicago. Used with permission. All rights reserved. http://www.crsp.com.
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In the empirical application we consider both yearly updating in January and quarterly
updating after the releases of the most recent ACSI scores, that is, in March, June, September
and December. Until June 2010, ACSI scores were released according to this quarterly schedule
and since then the releases occur according to a new monthly schedule. Only this current
(monthly) schedule can be found on the ACSI website. The mapping back to the old quarterly
schedule was communicated to us by VanAmburg (2011), director of ACSI, as follows:
• February = data now released in December and February
• May = data now released in April, May, and June
• August = data now released in July, August, and September
• November = data now released in October and November
Our portfolio formation period is 01/1997 until 12/2009 for yearly updating and 12/1996 until
11/2009 for quarterly updating, respectively, for a total of T = 156 out-of-sample monthly
returns in each case.
At any given point in time, the investment universe consists of the firms in the database
for which all relevant information is available. In particular, this requires a current ACSI
score and also the ACSI score for the previous calendar year (so that the change in the ACSI
score can be computed). It also requires a complete 60-month history of previous stock return
data to compute beta and momentum and of course we also need information on market size
and book-to-market. Between 1997 and 2009, the size of the investment universe ranges from
N = 50 to N = 74, with the average size being 63.5 and the median size being 70.
Previous studies have shown that there are no significant short-term price movements
around the release day of new ACSI scores; see Fornell et al. (2006) and Ittner et al. (2009).
As a consequence, if there is any benefit from loading on stocks whose firms enjoy high cus-
tomer satisfaction, it must come from mid-term or long-term portfolios. In order to examine
both horizons, we use both quarterly and yearly updating of our long-short portfolios. A fur-
ther motivation to also consider yearly updating is the concern of transaction costs.14 If a
portfolio based on yearly updating delivers similar performance compared to a portfolio based
on quarterly updating before transaction costs, then it will deliver better performance once
transactions are factored in. Ittner et al. (2009), for example, do not find any meaningful
differences in portfolios that are updated on a yearly basis compared to portfolios that are
updated on a quarterly basis (before transaction costs).
As is clear from the discussion in the preceding subsections, there are an infinite number of
possible portfolio formation rules. First, there are several choices for the customer satisfaction
scores csi. Second, there is continuum of choices for the input parameters c and λ in the
portfolio optimization formulation (16). To keep the number of rules considered to a reasonable
minimum, yet at the same time appropriately span the parameter space, we consider the
following eight choices. For the customer satisfaction scores csi we consider the definition (6)
14This concern is even more pronounced for long-short portfolios compared to long-only portfolios, since the
former incur (roughly) twice the transaction costs.
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in the spirit of Aksoy et al. (2008) and Jacobson and Mizik (2009b) and also the definition (11)
with ρ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. Recall that ρ = 0 means that customer satisfaction is measured only in
percentage changes (as in Ittner et al., 2009) and ρ = 1 means that customer satisfaction is
measured only in levels. For the upper bound for the maximum weight for any stock in the
long-short portfolio, we consider c = 0.1 and for the penalty for the portfolio variance we
consider λ ∈ {0, 2 · 103}. The value of c = 0.1 is reasonable, since few fund managers would be
willing to invest more than 10% of a portfolio (be it long or short) in any single stock. The
second range of values, that is, for λ, was chosen by trial-and-error to yield portfolios that are
significantly more diversified compared to the choice λ = 0. Another way of achieving more
diversification would be to choose a smaller value of c, such as c = 0.05. However, this is not
feasible for our particular application, as in certain years no solution for the formulation (16)
can then be found at all.15
For any given portfolio, we report the following summary measures computed from the
resulting T = 156 out-of-sample returns. First, the sample mean together with a correspond-
ing t-statistic. Second, the (annualized) sample Sharpe ratio together with a corresponding
t-statistic. The (annualized) sample Sharpe ratio, based on the observed returns r1, . . . , rT , is
defined as
ŜR =
√
12 · r¯
sr
with r¯ =
1
T
T∑
t=1
rt and s
2
r =
1
T − 1
T∑
t=1
(rt − r¯)2 . (17)
We do not subtract the risk-free rate in the numerator of ŜR, since our portfolios are long-
short rather than long-only. If anything, this introduces a bias in favor of finding mispricing
of customer satisfaction, since it will lead to slightly larger values of the ratio. Moreover, the
Sharpe ratio, compared to the raw sample mean of the returns, is arguably of greater concern to
a fund manager. It also lends itself to somewhat easier interpretation as any number above 0.5
starts to become ‘interesting’ to a fund manager.16 Investment strategies whose Sharpe ratios
are below 0.5 are usually not deemed economically significant enough to attract meaningful
amounts of capital.
Crucially, we also provide two t-statistics for hypotheses on expected returns and Sharpe
ratios:
H0 : E(rt) = 0 and H0 : SR = 0 , with SR =
E(rt)
SD(rt)
. (18)
In terms of hypothesis testing, it does not really matter whether we base the test on the mean
return or on the Sharpe ratio. This is because the true Sharpe ratio SR is positive if and only if
the true mean E(rr) is positive.
17 Therefore, the two respective t-statistics should actually be
15For c = 0.05, an investment universe of size at least 40 would be needed without the four neutrality
constraints with respect to beta, size, book-to-market, and momentum. But with these constraints in place, a
larger universe will generally be needed; in certain years our the size of the investment universe is as low as 50.
16As a reference, the CRSP value-weighted index (including distributions) on the S&P 500 universe of stocks
has a Sharpe ratio of 0.5 over the 60-year period 1950–2010.
17This would, of course, not be true if we substracted the risk-free rate in the numerator of SR.
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very close to each other. To studentize we use HAC standard errors based on the prewhitened
QS kernel with the automatic choice of bandwidth of Andrews and Monahan (1992).
In the tables that follow we also report the median size of the long portfolio (denoted
by MSL) and the median size of the short portfolio (denoted by MSS) over the investment
period. In this context, ‘size’ refers to the number of stocks (firms) in a portfolio.
3.4.1 Implementation Details
To be completely transparent about how we form our portfolios and compute the corresponding
out-of-sample returns, a few remarks are in order.
It is, in principle, possible that outliers in the input data to the optimization formula-
tion (16) lead to somewhat distorted portfolio weights. We circumvent this problem by prop-
erly ‘truncating’ very small and very large observations in any cross-sectional data set. This is
often called ’Winsorization’, a method that is widely used by quantitative portfolio managers;
for example, see Chincarini and Kim (2006, p.180).
Consider a set of numbers a1, . . . , aN . We first compute a robust measure of location that
is not (heavily) affected by potential outliers. To this end we use the trimmed mean of the
data with trimming fraction η ∈ (0, 0.5) on the left and on the right. This number is simply
the mean of the middle (1− 2η) · 100% of the data. More specifically, denote by
a(1) ≤ a(2) ≤ . . . ≤ a(N) (19)
the ordered data (from smallest to largest) and denote by
M = ⌊η ·N⌋ (20)
the smallest integer less than or equal to η · N . Then the trimmed mean with trimming
fraction η is defined as
aη =
1
N − 2M
N−M∑
i=M+1
a(i) . (21)
We employ the value of η = 0.1 in practice.
We next compute a robust measure of spread. To this end we use the mean absolute
deviation (MAD) given by
MAD(a) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|ai −med(a)| , (22)
where med(a) is the sample median of a1, . . . , aN .
We finally compute upper and lower bounds defined by
alo = a0.1 − 5 ·MAD(a) and aup = a0.1 + 5 ·MAD(a) . (23)
The motivation here is that for a normally distributed sample, it will hold that a ≈ a0.1 and
s(a) ≈ 1.5 · MAD(a), where a and s(a) denote the sample mean and the sample median of
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a1, . . . , aN , respectively. As a result, for a ‘well-behaved’ sample, there will usually be no
points below alo or above aup. Our truncation rule is then that any data point ai below alo
will be changed to alo and any data point ai above aup will be changed to aup. We apply this
truncation rule to the data sets {betai}, {log-sizei}, {btmi}, and {momi}. We also apply it to
the past stock return data (one observation period at a time) used to compute Σ̂. (Of course,
we do not apply this truncation rule to future stock return data used to compute portfolio
out-of-sample returns.)
While outliers can be dealt with by the trimming procedures just described, there is poten-
tially also the problem of missing future stock returns. Say, in the context of yearly updating,
we form a portfolio on 01/01/2001 to be held throughout the calendar year of 2001. It is, in
principle, possible that a firm who is included in the portfolio will be delisted during 2001.
This delisting can either be due to good news associated price appreciation (such as a takeover)
or by bad news associated with a price drop (such as bankruptcy). As a result, there will be
some missing stock returns for such a firm. When this occurs we simply use the risk-free rate
as a suitable replacement for the corresponding months of missing stock return data.18 In
the absence of further information, it is reasonable to assume that the last price reflects most
(if not all) of the economic impact of the news that caused the delisting, which justifies using
the T-bill rate going forward, as is common practice in the finance literature.
3.4.2 Results for Yearly Updating
The results for yearly updating are presented in Table (1). None of the t-statistics are above 1.0
and some are even negative, though very small in magnitude. In each case, as it should be, the
t-statistic for the sample average closely matches the t-statistic for the sample Sharpe ratio.
The overall conclusion is, therefore, that no evidence for mispricing of customer satisfaction
can be found.
One might argue that statistical significance is not necessarily the same as economic signif-
icance; however, no economic significance turns up either, as the largest observed (annualized)
Sharpe ratio is below 0.25. As an aside, the largest t-statistics as well as the largest observed
Sharpe ratio are found for the measure of customer satisfaction csi as in (11) with ρ = 1.
Recall that ρ = 1 means that customer satisfaction is based only on the levels. This finding
seems to contradict the argument of Ittner et al. (2009) for only using changes but not levels;
see Subsection 2.1.
These results will perhaps come as a disappointment to the proponents of mispricing of
customer satisfaction.19 A possible challenge on their part might be that yearly updating is too
infrequent and that it results in buying some quite-past ‘winners’ whose stock price moved up
before they were included in the long portfolio; and similarly in selling some quite-past ‘losers’
whose stock price moved down before they were included in the short portfolio. To examine the
18As measured by the 3-month T-bill rate; corresponding data was downloaded from CRSP.
19Allow us to point out here that we have no personal stake at all in this debate.
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validity of such a challenge, we can examine the performance of alternative portfolios that use
future customer satisfaction data. Such a strategy is of course not feasible in practice yet it does
allow us to contruct a ‘best case scenario’ for the value of customer satisaction information (as
measured by the ASCI at least). It is interesting to see the extent to which one would benefit
if one had perfect foresight with respect to the next wave of ACSI scores (during they calendar
year in which one will hold the portfolio). Such a strategy then corresponds to: include future
‘winners’ in the long portfolio and future ‘losers’ in the short portfolio.
The corresponding results from the ‘perfect foresight’ strategy are presented in Table (2).
Sample means, sample Sharpe ratios, and t-statistics generally all increase compared to the
feasible strategy of using past ACSI data. Nevertheless, not a single significant t-statistic can
be found. Moreover, the largest (annualized) Sharpe ratio is below 0.32 such that no economic
significance can be claimed either. If even ‘insider’ trading on future ACSI scores does not
result in profitable portfolios, it seems difficult to make a convincing case for the mispricing of
customer satisfaction.
Remark 3.1. Apparently, a related real-life trading strategy implemented by persons with
access to ACSI scores two weeks before publication actually resulted in overall losses; for exam-
ple, see http://www.marketwatch.com/story/dont-let-scandal-hurt-michigan-survey.
3.4.3 Results for Quarterly Updating
The results for quarterly updating are presented in Table (3). As opposed to Ittner et al.
(2009), we do get noticeable improvements compared to yearly updating.20 Nevertheless,
we cannot (quite) find either statistical or economic significance. The largest t-statistic is
around 1.8 and the largest (annualized) Sharpe ratio is around 0.47.
As previously discussed, one can argue that a t-statistic of 1.8 is significant at the 5%
level if a one-sided test is carried out. Our response to this is two-fold. On the one hand, as
mentioned earlier, we consider a two-sided test is more appropriate as economic theory is silent
as to prior expectations on the returns. On the other hand, one should also not forget that
we considered a total of eight investment strategies and that the 1.8 value is the largest of the
eight corresponding t-statistics.21 If any adjustment is made at all for the implicit multiple
testing scenario, then the 1.8 could certainly not be considered significant at the 5% level even
if one-sided hypotheses are deemed appropriate.22
In terms of economic significance, none of the strategies reach the threshold of 0.5 for the
Sharpe ratio that we set by reference to the performance of the S&P 500; see Subsection 3.4.
20See Table 4 of Ittner et al. (2009). In their terminology, ‘long-term strategy’ corresponds to yearly updating
while ‘short-term strategy’ corresponds to quarterly updating.
21Strictly speaking, we compute 16 t-statistics. For each portfolio formation rule there are two: one for r and
one for ŜR. But since these two values are basically the same for each rule, it can be argued that there are
really only eight ‘distinct’ t-statistics altogether.
22The reader interested in modern methods to adjust for a multiple testing scenario is referred to
Romano and Wolf (2005) and Romano et al. (2008).
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One could argue that the top-performing strategy, with a Sharpe ratio of 0.47, is ‘close’ to
achieving economic significance, but once again we must point out that it is the best of
eight strategies, and therefore it is artificially boosted by data-snooping biases; for exam-
ple, see Lo and MacKinley (1990). Finally, and as with yearly updating, the largest t-statistics
as well as the largest observed Sharpe ratio are found for the measure of customer satisfaction
csi as in (11) with ρ = 1, based only on the levels. As noted earlier, this finding seems to
contradict again the argument of Ittner et al. (2009) for only using changes but not levels; see
Subsection 2.1.
4 Conclusions
The mispricing of marketing performance indicators is of theoretical and empirical interest to
academics and practitioners alike. Of theoretical interest because evidence of mispricing would
lend strong support to the idea that marketing performance measures are potentially ‘leading
indicators’ of the financial health of a firm. This speaks to the sine qua non of marketing as
a discipline that has a key role to play in long term profitability. Many firms that invest in
say brand and customer equity anticipate financial returns that are not only postitive but also
potentially superior, as a consequence. Unequivocal empirical support for mispricing would
validate this belief, and also be of practical value to fund managers and investors as well.
It is therefore no surprise that a literature has emerged to examine the profitability of
portfolio formation rules that exploit the (potential) mispricing of marketing performance
indicators. A key drawback, however, is that all these studies require the use of a risk model to
analyze observed portfolio returns. Since the composition of the portfolios generally changes
over time, the assumption of constant risk factor exposures, on which such models are based, is
not tenable. More critically, the direction of the induced bias is unclear; hence, both affirmative
findings of mispricing and opposing findings of no mispricing will always be subject to criticism.
Our contribution is twofold. First, our main contribution is to suggest and develop al-
ternative portfolio formation rules that alleviate the need for a risk model altogether. We
demonstrated that this can be achieved by requiring our portfolios to be neutral with respect
to all risk factors considered a priori. Therefore, no risk model is needed to evaluate the ob-
served portfolio returns a posteriori. Second, we weigh in on the mispricing debate for the most
widely studied marketing performance indicator, customer satisfaction.23 Here, our substan-
tive conclusion is unambiguous: After considering a wide range of specific portfolio formation
rules, and also two different updating frequencies, we fail to find any convincing evidence for
mispricing of customer satisfaction. That is, there is no evidence for mispricing based on either
statistical or economic significance.
23For example, see Marketing Science (2009), 28(5).
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4.1 Future Research
Looking ahead, we see at least two fruitful avenues for future research. First, the methods and
approach we present are general and can be applied to other contexts where possible mispricing
is suspected. As noted earlier, one would simply perform the maximization with respect to
the new candidate marketing input (for example, brand equity scores, and so on). Second, the
construct ‘customer satisfaction’ has itself been subject to critique — as a sometimes less than
informative predictor of future customer behaviors. It may well be the case that alternative
measures of customer satisfaction (other than those utilized by the ACSI) are connected to
mispricing. One prominent critic of standard approaches to measuring customer satisfaction
is Frederic Reichheld, the author of the now popular and widely used Net Promoter Score; see
Reichheld (2003). That measure has been shown, in some contexts, to outperform customer
satisfaction as a predictor of future customer behavior; it may therefore be worth investigating
in the context of mispricing. We plan to address these issues in future research.
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λ r¯ ŜR MSL MSS
csi as in (6)
0 −0.000 −0.004 13 12
(−0.015) (−0.015)
2 · 103 −0.000 −0.033 22 21
(−0.116) (−0.115)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0
0 −0.000 −0.006 13 12
(−0.019) (−0.019)
2 · 103 −0.000 −0.1345 19 22
(−0.040) (−0.040)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0.5
0 0.002 0.161 13 12
(0.678) (0.662)
2 · 103 −0.000 −0.002 21 20
(−0.005) (−0.005)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 1
0 0.003 0.231 13 12
(0.929) (0.922)
2 · 103 0.002 0.185 23 20
(0.758) (0.762)
Table 1: Summary statistics for various long-short portfolios based on portfolio formula-
tion (16) with c = 1, using yearly updating, from 01/1997 until 12/2009. r¯ denotes the
sample average of the T = 156 out-of-sample returns. ŜR denotes the corresponding (annual-
ized) Sharpe ratio, without subtracting the risk-free rate. t-statistics for these two summary
statistics appear in parentheses below. MSL denotes the median size of the long portfolio over
the investment period. MSS denotes the median size of the short portfolio over the investment
period. In this context, ‘size’ refers to the number of stocks (firms) in a portfolio.
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λ r¯ ŜR MSL MSS
csi as in (6)
0 0.003 0.311 12 13
(1.138) (1.135)
2 · 103 0.002 0.231 24 21
(0.894) (0.875)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0
0 0.002 0.199 13 12
(0.647) (0.660)
2 · 103 0.001 0.176 20 21
(0.604) (0.620)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0.5
0 0.002 0.209 13 13
(0.726) (0.733)
2 · 103 0.002 0.282 24 21
(0.994) (1.027)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 1
0 0.002 0.141 13 13
(0.592) (0.589)
2 · 103 0.002 0.230 24 20
(0.978) (0.967)
Table 2: Summary statistics for various long-short portfolios based on portfolio formula-
tion (16) with c = 0.1, using yearly updating, from 01/1997 until 12/2009. r¯ denotes the
sample average of the T = 156 out-of-sample returns. ŜR denotes the corresponding (annual-
ized) Sharpe ratio, without subtracting the risk-free rate. t-statistics for these two summary
statistics appear in parentheses below. MSL denotes the median size of the long portfolio over
the investment period. MSS denotes the median size of the short portfolio over the investment
period. In this context, ‘size’ refers to the number of stocks (firms) in a portfolio. In contrast
to Table (1), future values of csi are used in the portfolio formation; therefore, such a strategy
is actually not feasible in practice.
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λ r¯ ŜR MSL MSS
csi as in (6)
0 0.002 0.174 12 12
(0.604) (0.607)
2 · 103 0.002 0.270 23 23
(1.024) (1.016)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0
0 0.000 0.016 12 13
(0.063) (0.062)
2 · 103 0.001 0.061 20 22
(0.249) (0.238)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 0.5
0 0.002 0.184 13 13
(0.642) (0.638)
2 · 103 0.003 0.428 24 22
(1.704) (1.665)
csi as in (11) with ρ = 1
0 0.003 0.304 13 13
(1.128) (1.151)
2 · 103 0.004 0.464 22 21
(1.804) (1.779)
Table 3: Summary statistics for various long-short portfolios based on portfolio formula-
tion (16) with c = 1, using quarterly updating, from Q4/1996 until Q4/2009. r¯ denotes the
sample average of the T = 156 out-of-sample returns. ŜR denotes the corresponding (annual-
ized) Sharpe ratio, without subtracting the risk-free rate. t-statistics for these two summary
statistics appear in parentheses below. MSL denotes the median size of the long portfolio over
the investment period. MSS denotes the median size of the short portfolio over the investment
period. In this context, ‘size’ refers to the number of stocks (firms) in a portfolio.
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